**KS1 Session ideas**

*Grid Composition KS1*

Videos:

1. Reading a grid and making your own
2. Clapping your grid
3. Adding different beats
4. Making a new grid
5. Adding notes

**KS2 Session ideas**

*Garageband 1*

Videos

1. Exploring
2. Loops
3. Extending bars – Song structure
4. Genres

*Rhythm Composition*

Videos

1. Writing notes in music / simple 4 beat rhythms
2. Writing 4 bar rhythms
3. Adding melody
4. Writing 8 bar melodies
5. Using notation to copy 8 bar melodies into stave

*Composer Study – Mozart*

Videos / live sessions?

1. What is a genius? Was Mozart a genius – background research
2. Rondo Alla Turca – background and thoughts?
3. Eine Kleine Nachtmusik – background and thoughts?
4. Great Mass – Kire & Gloria
5. Was Mozart a genius

*Composer Study – Beethoven*

Videos / live sessions

1. Draw a picture blindfolded – how hard? Link to composing when deaf
2. Background / bio
3. Moonlight sonata
4. 5th symphony
5. 9th symphony
6. Comparison with Mozart?
**Pentatonic Scales**

Videos

1. What is it, and demo
2. Composing simple patterns using online piano
3. Composing a pentatonic ostinato

**Garageband 2 – Live loops**

Videos

1. Live loops – what are they and explore
2. Recording different genres and playing back song structure
3. Creating your own loop – Using your own loops in a live loop composition

**Djembe Drumming**

Videos / Live sessions

1. 3 basic rhythms with words
2. 2 more complex rhythms
3. Making up your own rhythms using words
4. Improvisation

**Songs with backing tracks / video teaching**

1. Shosa Losa
2. A Keelie
3. Kwa Heri
4. Danasi
5. Siyahambe

**KS1**

1. This little light
2. Glad I’m me
3. Magnificent pizza
4. Kangaroos like to hop
5. From the tiny ant
6. Toy transport
7. In all kinds of weather
8. Father I thank you (Wantage / St James)

https://zoom.us/j/8748413512